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Land Acknowledgment
 

Fall for Dance North respectfully acknowledges the sacred land on which Fall for Dance North operates, and upon which our

events and activities take place. It has been a site of human activity for over 15,000 years and it is the traditional territory of

the Wendat, the Haudenosaunee, the Anishinaabe, and most recently, the Mississaugas of the Credit, in addition to other

peoples, both named and unnamed. Today, the meeting place of Tkaronto is still home to many Indigenous peoples from

across Turtle Island and we are grateful to have the opportunity to work in this community, and on this territory.

In 2021, Fall for Dance North collaborated with Indigenous dancemaker Christine Friday to produce a short original video,

which was filmed near her home in Lake Temagami. 

Watch the video here: https://vimeo.com/644071248/9240c7a248 
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Program
Description

The FFDN Experience:

Virtual Program Description

This is a  tailored educational program, which is modeled after the signature
format of Fall for Dance North mainstage programming, and curated and
produced as a virtual experience specifically for high school students. This
program goes to the core of our organization’s mission, which is to connect with
a wide selection of exceptional and diverse dance styles, created and
performed by Canadian and International artists who are at the top of their
game. The artists featured in this program include choreographers Mafa
Makubalo, Mthuthuzeli November, Joshua Beamish, and FFDN Artists in
Residence Kimberly Cooper and Natasha Powell. 

What is Fall for Dance North?

Fall for Dance North (FFDN) is Toronto’s premier international dance festival and
an Ontario not-for-profit organization and registered charity. Our mandate is to
elevate the popularity of dance by presenting a diverse, world-class dance
festival of established and emerging talent from Toronto, Canada and around
the globe through accessible ticket prices. To support Canada’s professional
dance community, create an inclusive atmosphere and inspire and educate new
audiences and seasoned dance patrons.

The festival, occurring annually in the fall, celebrates dance by launching the
performing arts season and opening conversations about dance that will
continue in theatres, studios and households throughout the year. A love of
dance, and of new dance forms, is cultivated at the festival and audiences
attend more professional dance throughout the year because of their
experience at FFDN.

FFDN supports the creation of new work. FFDN commissions 2-3 original pieces
annually by emerging choreographers for performance at the festival. This is an
extraordinary opportunity for young creators to have their work seen by as many
as 10,000 people. FFDN is also investing in digital content and employing new
media to reach audiences online.
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This section explores how

traditional and contemporary

dance forms can successfully

merge and evolve dance

performance through the work

of two choreographers, Mafa

Makhubalo and Mthuthuzeli

November. Both artists were

born in South Africa, and now

live in different countries.

Mafa is based in Toronto,

Canada and Mthuthuzeli in

London, UK. Through the

fusion of Gumboot dance

with other performance

techniques such as song,

percussion and ballet, these

artists are making

commentary on how the

abusive treatment of workers

in gold mines have and

continue to impact South

African people.

Section A:
Contemporary

Gumboot
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Dialogue with DNA
Performance by Mafa Dance Village (Toronto, CA)

CHOREOGRAPHY & PERFORMER   Mafa Makhubalo

LIGHTING DESIGNER   Simon Rossiter

COSTUME DESIGNER   Diana Sober

MUSIC COMPOSITION & PERFORMER   Walter Maclean (Drums)

This new work from Mafa Makhubalo was created and recorded as part of FFDN’s 2020

Signature Program. It is a contemporary dance piece, heavily rooted in traditional African

Gumboot dance. Gumboot developed as an act of rebellion, from those working in the gold

mines during the migrant labor system and oppressive Apartheid Pass Laws. During this time,

workers were separated from their families and forced to work in harsh and often dangerous

conditions, where they were forbidden to speak for months at a time. Through creative

movement exploration, Dialogue with DNA brings Mafa into dialogue with his own ancestry, and

into dialogue with his accompanying musician Walter MacLean.

Section A:

Dialogue 
with DNA

by Mafa Makhubalo
 
 
 
 

Photo of Makhubalo by Bruce Zinger 
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Lean more about Mafa Makhubalo: https://www.mafadancevillage.ca 

Follow Mafa on Facebook: MaffaDanceVillage and Instagram: @mafedancevillage 

Resources

Biographies

Mafa Makhubalo started dancing at the

age of five and continued his training with

Tony Campbell. Mafa obtained a three-year

National Diploma in dance at Tshwane

University of Technology. After moving to

Toronto, he completed a two-year training

program at Ballet Creole School of Arts.

Mafa has presented his works in various

events including Ontario Dance Weekend,

International Association of Blacks in Dance

(IABD) in Toronto, Body Percussion Festival,

Dance Immersion Showcase,

Contemporaneity series 1.0. When not on

stage Mafa is actively involved in community

outreach programs that help youth realize

their potential goals through the arts and a

jury member for Ontario Arts Council and

Toronto Arts Council.

Walter Maclean was born in Germany to a

Ghanian Father and a German Mother. He

grew up in Germany and Ghana and

started to play Percussion while his family

resided in Ghana. He has been a

professional Musician since the age of 17.

Walter has been living in Toronto since 1996

and is known to be a versatile Musician. He

has played traditional Music for Ballet

Creole, Coba, Lua Shayenne Dance

Company, Newton Moreas, Alpha Rhythm

Roots, Amadou Kienou as well more

contemporary Styles on the Drum-kit with

Kobot-town, Donne Roberts, African Guitar

Summit, Kingsley Etienne Trio, Thriller

Canada Tribute Band and Madagascar slim.

Since 2014 Walter has also worked and

collaborated with the Wind in the Leaves

Collectives.

Section A:

Dialogue 
with DNA

by Mafa Makhubalo
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Ingoma
Performance by Ballet Black (London, UK)

CHOREOGRAPHY   Mthuthuzeli November

LIGHTING DESIGNER   David Plater

STAGE DESIGNERS   Yann Seabra & Peter Todd

MUSIC COMPOSITION   Peter Johnson

POET & DRAMATURG: Asisipho Ndlovu Malunga

Ingoma (song), created by Ballet Black company dancer and choreographer Mthuthuzeli

November, is a fusion of ballet, African Gumboot dance, and singing. This performance

portrays a milestone moment in South African history and imagines the struggles of black

miners and their families in 1946 when 60,000 of them took courageous strike action. 

Section A:

Ingoma
by Mthuthuzeli November
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 Resources:
Ingoma

Learn more about Mthuthuzeli November: https://www.mthuthuzelinovember.co.uk 

Follow Mthuthuzeli on Instagram: mthuthuzeli_november

Follow M22 Movement Lab on Instagram: m22movementlab

Contemporary Gumboot Exploration 3 resource: Song of the Pick by Gerard Sekoto:

https://www.wikiart.org/en/gerard-sekoto/the-song-of-the-pick-1947

Interview with Mthuthuzeli November: https://balletblack.co.uk/synopsis-of-the-ballet-black-

2019-triple-bill-program/

Resources

Biographies

Born in Cape Town, South Africa, Mthuthuzeli November started dancing at the

age of 15 with the outreach programme, Dance For All. In 2011 he was awarded a

scholarship to attend the Cape Academy of Performing Arts. He has worked with

Cape Dance Company under the direction of Debbie Turner, with choreographers

including Bradley Shelver and Christopher Huggins. He made his debut work in 2014

on Cape Dance Company. He joined Ballet Black in September 2015 where he

created roles in works of world renowned choreographers such as Annabelle Lopez-

Ochoa. He made his first ballet for Ballet Black, Interrupted in July 2016 and created

his own choreographic platform, M22 Movement Lab, collaborating with musicians,

composers and designers to create new choreography for stage and film.

Section A:

Ingoma
by Mthuthuzeli November

Photo of November by Skye Weiss 
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This section explores how
contemporary modern
practices use dance
composition to make
commentary on present day
events through the work of
Joshua Beamish. Joshua grew
up in Kelowna, B.C. and now
works as a choreographer
and performer across North
America and Europe. His work
Proximity gives us a peak into
how current day events can
impact what and how artists
choose to create.

Section B:
Contemporary

Modern
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Proximity
Performance by Joshua Beamish and Rena Narumi (Vancouver, CA)

CHOREOGRAPHY   Joshua Beamish

PERFORMANCE    Joshua Beamish & Rena Narumi

COSTUME DESIGNER   Bregje van Balen

COSTUME CONSTRUCTION   Hermien Hollander

REHEARSAL DIRECTOR   Roger Van der Poel

MUSIC   S.T.A.Y. by Hans Zimmer

VIDEOGRAPHER/EDITOR   Scott Fowler

This new work from Joshua Beamish was created and recorded as part of FFDN’s 2020 Signature

Program. In this performance, Joshua is joined by Rena Narumi. Joshua and Rena were both in

Europe during the Covid-19 pandemic in the summer of 2020, and took advantage of that isolated

time to create and film this piece at Theatre Regentes. The heart generates the strongest

electromagnetic field produced by the body. While this signal is strongest in contact, it is still

detectable when subjects are in proximity. Joshua used the restriction of social distancing as

impetus to create a work that lives in the space and moments before and after touch. How can we

communicate care and connection without being able to make physical contact? What is lost and

what is found?

 Section B:

Proximity
by Joshua Beamish
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Learn more about Joshua Beamish/MOVETHECOMPANY: www.joshuabeamish.com 

Follow JoshuaBeamish/MOVETHECOMPANY on Facebook: MoveTheCompany

Instagram: @jjbeamish and Twitter: @JoshuaBeamish

Resources

Biographies

Joshua Beamish founded Joshua

Beamish/MOVETHECOMPANY in 2005. His

works have extensively toured throughout North

America, Europe, Asia and Africa. He has

created for The Royal Ballet, The National Ballet

of Canada, Dutch National Ballet Junior

Company/Choreographic Academy, Vancouver

Opera, Cape Town Opera, New York City Ballet

Associate Artistic Director Wendy Whelan

(Restless Creature) and Principal Dancer Ashley

Bouder (The Ashley Bouder Project), Compania

Nacional de Danza de Mexico, Toronto Dance

Theatre and Cirque du Soleil for World EXPO

Shanghai. His work has been presented by BAM

Next Wave Festival, The Royal Opera House, The

Joyce Theater, Jacob's Pillow, The Harris Theater

Chicago, Vail Dance Festival, Canada’s

National Arts Centre, The Bangkok & Seoul

International Festivals, among others.

Rena Narumi was born in Tokyo, Japan. She

trained at Centre d’artchoregraphique Franco-

Japonais in Paris, France and Arts Umbrella

dance graduate program in Vancouver, BC

under the direction of Artemis Gordon and Lynn

Shepard. After her graduation, she has

performed with ProArteDanza, Hessischen

Staatstheaters Wiesbaden, Royal Swedish

Ballet (RBS) and Nederlands Dans Theater 1

(NDT1). She has worked with renowned

choreographers such as Mats Ek, Sol Leon/Paul

Lightfoot and Franck Chartier/Gabriela Carrizo

(Peeping Tom). With RSB in Sweden, she

performed the main role of Juliet in Juliet and

Romeo by Mats Ek. With NDT1, she traveled all

over the world to perform. In 2018, she joined

Kidd Pivot for the new creation Revisor by

Crystal Pite and Jonathon Young.

 Section B:

Proximity
by Joshua Beamish

http://www.joshuabeamish.com/
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This section explores the roots
of jazz dance through the
contemporary work of artists
Natasha Powell and Kimberley
Cooper. Natasha is the founder
and artistic director of
Toronto-based Holla Jazz and
Kimberley is the artistic
director and primary
choreographer of Calgary’s
Decidedly Jazz Danceworks.
They are also both Fall for
Dance North’s John and
Claudine Bailey Artists-in-
Residence. Through the
honouring of jazz’s history in
African diaspora and African
American dance forms, these
two Canadian artists are using
music and movement to create
community, joy and
connection. 

Section C:
Jazz
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Terra
Performance by Decidedly Jazz Danceworks (Calgary)

ARTISTIC DIRECTOR Kimberley Cooper

CHOREOGRAPHY   Kimberley Cooper

LIGHTING DESIGNER   Jackson Buchannan

COSTUME DESIGNER   Sarah Doucet

STAGE MANAGER   Marica Liber

PERFORMERS   Sabrina Comanescu, Kaja Irwin, Natasha Korney & Catherine Hayward

MUSIC COMPOSITION   Rubim de Toledo

MUSICIANS   Rubim de Toledo (Musical Director/ Bass), Jim Brenan (Saxophone), 

                     Jonathan McCaslin (Vibraphone), Raul Tabera (Drums) & Bob Tildesley (Trumpet)

HEAD OF SOUND   Dan Frerichs

VIDEOGRAPHER/EDITOR   Noel Bégin

For Decidedly Jazz Danceworks (DJD), the magic is in the marriage between the dance and

music. Kimberley Cooper dives deeply into the rhythms and syncopations of the music to craft

her imaginative choreography. Terra, the name of this tune composed for DJD by Brazilian

bassist Rubim de Toledo, means earth in Portuguese. Driven and grounded movement creates

the core of the work. At times the dancers seem to pull the rhythm out of the floor; at other

times they push it in. They dance as though on a hot surface, or one that is taut and resilient.

The dancers and musicians converse constantly, yet it’s not necessarily about what each is

saying but about what hangs in the air between them. Terra was filmed at the DJD Dance

Centre in Calgary.

 Section C:

 Terra
by Kimberley Cooper
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DJD is a 35-year-old creation-based

company based in Calgary, whose

mission is to enrich lives by engaging

people in exploring, evolving, and

promoting the art of jazz dance. DJD

is made up of a professional company,

a professional training program and

many education and outreach

activities including a recreational

dance school. The company creates

two to three original works each year,

at least one with live music and

performs in Calgary and beyond. DJD

has toured nationally and

internationally including being invited

to perform at the Havana International

Jazz Festival in 2005. In 2016, DJD

opened a new purpose-built, seven-

studio facility, including a 230-seat

theatre. The DJD Dance Centre has

quickly become a major dance hub in

Calgary.
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Learn more about DJD: https://www.decidedlyjazz.com 

Follow Kimberley Cooper on Facebook: kimberley.cooper.7 and                                   

 Instagram: @kimberleycooperdjd

Follow DJD on Facebook: DecidedlyJazz, Instagram: @DecidedlyJazz and                         

 Twitter: @DecidedlyJazz

Jazz Exploration 2 resource, Jazz in Motion Jazz.FM 91 playlist:

https://music.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLSrpcWfes32oG4kfRbD_Mb1kypeCkx7PJ 

Resources

Biographies

Kimberley Cooper is the Artistic Director of Decidedly

Jazz Danceworks (DJD) in Calgary, Canada. She has

been a part of DJD for over three decades, as a dancer,

Resident Choreographer/Artistic Associate and as

Artistic Director (2013-present). In 2002, Cooper was

named Emerging Artist of the Year by Alberta Dance

Alliance, and since 2002, she has created 18 full-length

works on DJD. She served as an Artist in Residence during

Calgary as Cultural Capital of Canada in 2012 and was

awarded Dance Victori’s Crystal Dance Prize in 2014 for

her research in Brazil. Cooper has contributed chapters

to the books; City of Animals, for University of Calgary’s

Humanities Department and Rooted Jazz Dance

(University Press of Florida).

 Section C:

 Terra
by Kimberley Cooper
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Together Again
By Natasha Powell

Performed by 11 Performance Students from The Creative School 

Co-Presented by Fall for Dance North, Orillia Centre for Arts + Culture, and

Performance at The Creative School 

CHOREOGRAPHY    Natasha Powell

CHOREOGRAPHIC ASSISTANT   Tereka T.

MUSIC COMPOSITION    Sabine Ndalamba    

PERFORMERS    Alli Carry, Alysis Davis, Cailin Teranishi, Celeste Chiappetta, Chrystal Tam,

Karly Benson, Liam Woodvine, Monique Pascall, Morgan Carroll, Sierra Kellman, Zoe Kwan

Experience Together Again – choreographed by Natasha Powell and set to new music by

composer Sabine Ndalamba. This piece was created during a two-week isolated residency in

August 2021, hosted by Orillia Centre for Arts + Culture. The project offers these emerging

artists from the Performance program at The Creative School (Formerly Ryerson School of

Performance), a bridge from their pre-professional training to the professional realm and an

opportunity to perform for the first time in nearly two years.
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 Section C:

 Together
Again

by Natasha Powell

 
 

Together Again, Photo by Spring Morris 
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Learn more about more about Natasha Powell: https://natashapowell.com 

More about Holla Jazz: http://www.hollajazz.com 

Jazz Exploration 1 resource, Holla Jazz Dance Dictionary:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hCVGH8MioKg&t=8s

Jazz Exploration 3 resource, Body & Soul documentary: 

 https://vimeo.com/607383233 

Resources

Biographies

Natasha Powell is a Toronto native who has been

working in the dance industry for 17 years. Her

soulful approach to movement that transcends

genre can be seen and felt in her dancing,

choreography, and teachings. No stranger to the

stage, Natasha has collaborated and created over

20 dance works for live performance. As the

founder, artistic director, and choreographer for

her company HOLLA JAZZ, she created the award-

winning show FLOOR’D - presenting historical jazz

dances in a new light. Inspired by social dances

such as jazz, hip hop, and house dance, Natasha

shares her love for movement through teaching

dance classes and workshops in Toronto and

across Canada.

Holla Jazz is an award-winning

dance company based in Toronto that

explores soulful and funky approaches

to jazz dance. The Holla Jazz

experience is marked by their cool

and contemporary way of producing

fresh dance works, all while inspiring a

lasting love and appreciation for jazz

dance and music. Established in 2016

by Artistic Director Natasha Powell,

Holla Jazz was founded as a forum for

developing and presenting artists that

work and improvise together, to

create harmonious and transformative

experiences. The company aims to

reinvigorate jazz dance with its sister

dances including hip hop and house,

as innovative and important vehicles

for expression, while showcasing

freedom and one’s own identity

through the spirit of jazz.

 Section C:

 Together
Again

by Natasha Powell
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 Further
Learning:

Introduction

In this section you will find discussion

questions and activities related to the

five pieces you have seen. This material

is intended to be used flexibly. 

Students, peruse the material and pick a

discussion question or activity to

complete that resonates with you.

Teachers, select a full exploration to use

as a lesson plan. Combine multiple

explorations to create a dance unit. 

To support your student or teacher-lead

learning we have included histories of

the dance forms seen in the

performances and notes about how

these explorations connect with the

larger curriculum. Be sure to reference

Sections A, B and C of this guide for

bios of key artists and resources to

support your explorations.

Photo by Marlowe Porter
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 Further
Learning:
Contemporary

Gumboot
Exploration 1 

Discussion Question

Both Mafa Makhubalo and Mthuthuzeli

November are responding to the history of

oppression of workers in the gold mines of

South Africa. What differences and

similarities did you perceive about how

they discussed this topic? How do you

think learning about this history through

dance instead of through a textbook

changed your understanding and feelings

about what happened to gold mine

workers?

Activity

Pick a historical event you have been

studying. Brainstorm how you could

discuss this event through dance. What

details would you want to focus on and

why? Which pieces of information would

be important to communicate to the

audience? Which details do you think

would be challenging to communicate

through movement? What other design

elements could you use such as lighting,

costuming or music to make the

message clearer?

Curricular Connection 

This activity and lesson expansion can be a

great alternative to the traditional public

speaking presentations in history or

language classrooms. It can also be

adapted to other art forms such as music

or visual art.

Lesson Expansion

Have students use their brainstorm to

collaboratively create dance works in

small groups. Have groups show their work

and compare their different

interpretations and approaches to the

assignment. Discuss which details from

your brainstorm where most visible within

each work and what choreographic

choices supported this visibility.
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Exploration 2 

Discussion Question

In Dialogue with DNA is movement the only

way the dancer is communicating with the

musician and audience? What are some

other forms of communication you

identify? How do these other

communication forms support your

interpretation or understanding of the

piece?

Activity

With a partner, try and have a

conversation without using words.

Instead use movement, facial

expressions, sounds, rhythms and any

other communication methods you can

think of. Afterwards, discuss with your

partner what you think you learned from

each other. Which communication

methods where best for sharing specific

types of information? Was there any

information that was hard to

communicate without words? Why do

you think that is?

Curricular Connection 

This exploration can compliment language

courses and discussions of how different

cultures use language to communicate. If

students are learning a new language,

have them complete the activity while

allowing them to use the vocabulary they

know from the new language they are

learning. This can help them build

confidence in verbal expression and better

understand how body language and

gesture can support communication

between people of different cultures. 

Lesson Expansion

Have students create solo choreographies

where the goal is to communicate a

thought, idea or emotion with the

audience. Encourage them to use as many

different communication methods as

possible. When presenting, have the class

share their observations. This feedback

can help the dancer make their

performance clearer.

 Further
Learning:
Contemporary

Gumboot
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Exploration 3 

Discussion Question

Included in the resource section is a link to

the painting Song of the Pick by Gerard

Sekoto, and an interview with Mthuthuzeli

November where he describes the moment

this work inspired him. How and why do

you think this artwork inspired November’s

piece? What connections do you see

between the choreography and the

painting? 

Activity

In groups discuss what you believe is 

the difference between artistic

inspiration and plagiarism? What do

creators need to consider when they are

drawing inspiration from something to

make sure they are appreciating and

not appropriating other people’s work or

culture? Find a present-day example of

an artist respectfully or disrespectfully

drawing inspiration from someone else’s

work. Share your example and

reasoning for why it is appreciation or

appropriation with the rest of your class.

Curricular Connection 

This activity can be used in the history or

social sciences and humanities classroom

to discuss cultural appreciation and

appropriation practices in past and

present society. Ask students to find

examples of cultural appreciation and

appropriation in art that relates to the

historical period or cultural practice you

are studying. 

Lesson Expansion

Ask students to create their own dance

work inspired by a piece of visual art or

poetry. Ask them to explain how the art

work they chose inspired their

choreography and what they did to assure

they were being respectful in their use of

the source material.

 Further
Learning:
Contemporary

Gumboot

20
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Exploration 4 

Discussion Question

In both Dialogue with DNA and Ingoma the

choreographers are choosing to merge

dance practices from different cultures

and perspectives. How does the choice to

fuse dance forms support the messages

and themes you see in these works? 

Activity

Create a movement phrase which 

fuses two dance forms you already

know. Challenge yourself to not just put

known steps into your phrase but also

fuse movements from both styles

together to create brand new moves.

How did fusing known steps change or

impact your creative process? What

stories and themes could you

communicate with this new fusion of

styles?

Curricular Connection 

Fusion can be seen in many different

cultural and artistic practices. This activity

can be adapted for any course in which

students are learning an artistic or cultural

practice such as music, theatre, visual art

of culinary studies. It can also be used in

the geography or history classroom to

discuss the impacts of mass human

migrations on culture and society. 

Lesson Expansion

Fusion is very common in artistic practice.

Ask students to research other artists that

fuse the two dance forms they used in

their movement phrase. What about the

artist’s own history, culture or experience

made them interested in fusing these

forms? What type of stories do they like to

tell through their work? What was similar or

different about the researched artist’s and

the student’s work?

 Further
Learning:
Contemporary

Gumboot

21
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Exploration 1 

Discussion Question

Contemporary modern dance intentionally

leaves room for audience interpretation.

After watching Proximity what words

would you use to describe your

experience? What details about the

performance brought you to choose those

words?

Activity

Make a list of the words that came up

for you when watching Proximity.

Create a movement phrase using these

words as your creative inspiration. How

can you use these words to inspire your

work while still leaving room for

audiences to have their own

interpretations of the performance?

Curricular Connection 

This lesson expansion is a great alternative

to traditional feedback methods in the

classroom. It helps students learn how to

give and receive constructive criticism

about their peers' work. 

Lesson Expansion

Have students perform their movement

phrases for each other and respond to

the performances with words that come

to mind. Through writing or conversation

ask them to reflect on if these were

words they expected to hear from their

classmates. How did hearing their peers

feedback change their perception of

their movement phrase? Would they like

to change anything about the phrase to

make it more or less clear after receiving

this feedback?

 Further
Learning:
Contemporary

Modern
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Exploration 2 

Discussion Question

Contemporary modern dance is often

making commentary or observations about

how current and past events impact us in

the present through choreographic,

staging and design choices. What events

do you think Joshua Beamish is

commenting on in Proximity? What

movement, staging or design choices

helped you come to these conclusions?

Activity

Take a movement phrase you already

know and stage it three different ways.

For example, with dancers standing

close together, far apart, facing

towards the audience or away from the

audience. How do your staging choices

affect the way you perform or the

experience of watching this movement

phrase? Do your emotions or

interpretations of the work change

when the staging changes?

Curricular Connection 

This activity can be used in the drama

classroom to explore the impact staging

has on theatrical performance. Instead of

a known movement phrase, use a short

scene or monologue. 

Lesson Expansion

Give your students a specific staging

arrangement and ask them to

choreograph a sequence maintaining this

arrangement at all times. Ask them to

discuss the challenges having to stay in

this specific spatial arrangement caused

for their choreographic process. How did

they overcome these challenges? For

observers, ask them to share what

emotions or narrative this staging

restriction brought up for them.

 Further
Learning:
Contemporary

Modern
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12

Exploration 3 

Discussion Question

In Proximity the dancers frequently gesture

around their bodies or towards each other

with their hands and arms. Why do you

think Joshua Beamish made this creative

choice? Do the gestures help you

understand the piece? If so, how? If not,

why?

Activity

Many dance styles and artists use

gesture in their work to communicate

ideas with the audience. Find a video of

a dancer using gesture in their dancing.

In groups discuss what information or

ideas these gestures communicate to

you, the audience. How has the artist

used the elements of dance (body,

space, time, energy, relationship) to

help them incorporate the gestures into

their work? Do these choices change

the meaning of the gestures at all?

Curricular Connection 

Bring this exploration into the social

sciences classroom by asking students to

research cultural gestures instead of

gestures in dance. Discuss how someone’s

culture, history and experience might

impact their interpretation or

understanding of common gestures. 

Lesson Expansion

Have students take a gesture they do every

day such as waving, pointing or scratching

their head. Use the elements of dance

(body, space, time, energy, relationship) to

create five different ways of performing

this movement. Get them to show their

gesture explorations to a classmate. Ask

them to describe the differences they see

between each version. Can they tell what

the original gesture was? Is the original

meaning or purpose of this gesture still

clear?

 Further
Learning:
Contemporary

Modern
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Exploration 4 

Discussion Question

Proximity was created in response to

Joshua Beamish’ experience of the Covid-

19 pandemic. How do you think he was

feeling as he created this work? What

clues does the performances give you

about Joshua’s experience of this time

period?

Activity

World events often inspire artists to

create work about their experience. Pick

a current world event and find an artist

that is making work in response to these

activities. Why do you think they chose

to express their thoughts in this way?

What did you learn from experiencing

their work? 

Curricular Connection 

This project can be used in the social

sciences or history classroom. When

discussing current or historical events ask

students to find and discuss artwork that

was made in response to these events. Ask

them to respond to these events through

artistic expression. 

Lesson Expansion

Have students create a dance piece that

documents their response to a current

world or community event. Ask them to

explain why they chose this specific

event to comment on. Why do they

believe dance was the best medium for

expressing their ideas?

 Further
Learning:
Contemporary

Modern
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Exploration 1 

Discussion Question

Jazz has roots in many different African

American dance forms. Were there any

movements in Natasha Powell's Together

Again or Kimberley Cooper’s Terra that

reminded you of other dance styles you

have seen or studied? From your

knowledge of dance, history and current

events, what do you think the connection

between present-day jazz dance and

these other dance forms could be?

Activity

Many vernacular jazz dance steps got

their names from the people that made

them or the events that lead to their

creation. Watch the short video

Vernacular Jazz Dance Dictionary found

in the Resources section. Pick a step

from the video and research the history

of that step. Who created the step? Why

did they choose that name? Where and

when was it popular?

Curricular Connection 

Because of vernacular jazz dance’s

historical connection to Black history and

culture, this exploration can support many

of the world studies, social sciences and

humanities courses. Especially history and

equity courses. 

Lesson Expansion

Have your students expand their research

by creating a presentation about the

artist(s) who created the vernacular jazz

step they researched or the events

happening during the period of its

creation. Invite them to expand their

thinking by finding parallels between what

was happening during the time their step

was created and present events taking

place in the world.

 Further
Learning:

Jazz
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Exploration 2 

Discussion Question

What relationship did you see between

the music and movement in Kimberley

Cooper’s Terra? What role do you think

the musicians play in the performance?

Activity

Take a movement phrase you have

already danced to a specific piece of

music and try to perform it to a new

piece of music. Pick music that is

contrasting in style, instrumentation and

emotional tone from your original music

choice. How does your performance

change when dancing these familiar

moves to new music? Do you want to

make any changes to your performance

to better relate to the new music?

Need music ideas? Check out the Jazz

in Motion Jazz.FM 91 playlist found in the

Terra resource section.

Curricular Connection 

This exploration can be a great

collaboration between dance and music

students. For the activity, instead of using

pre-recorded music, have music students

play piece’s from their repertoire. For the

lesson expansion, teams of

choreographers and composers can work

together to create works. This is also an

opportunity to discuss improvisation

techniques for live performance due to the

unpredictability of having live dancers and

musicians performing together. 

Lesson Expansion

Ask students to create a movement

phrase without sound or music. Once

created, ask them to make their own

sound or music score to accompany their

dance. This could be a score they

perform live or pre-record. Encourage

them to discuss the challenges of

creating movement without sound and

what strategies they used to assure the

sound accompaniment fit with their

choreography.

 Further
Learning:

Jazz
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Exploration 3 

Discussion Question

In the documentary Body & Soul, which

documents Natasha Powell’s creative

process for Together Again, she discusses

the importance of improvisation as part of

jazz dance. What moments of

improvisation did you notice in Natasha’s

work? How did they look or feel different

than the moments of set movement in the

performance?

Check out Body & Soul in the Together

Again resource section. 

Activity

As a class, choose a piece of music that

inspires you to move and begin walking

about the room while listening to it. Pay

attention to how your body wants to

respond to the music. Do you want to

walk fast or slow? With short or long

steps? Allow your body to follow these

impulses to develop your own unique

way of moving to the music. Once you

feel comfortable in your walk, see if the

entire group can come to a pause in

their movement simultaneously. Can you

start walking again as a group? Keep

trying to maintain your own unique walk

while also collectively stopping and

starting. Afterwards, discuss what you

learned.

Curricular Connection 

Use this activity to support learning about

the humanities and social science

curriculum learning goals of developing an

understanding of self & others and local &

global mindedness. Eliminate the need  for

students to change their walks and focus

on the stoping and starting. Add extra

walking parameters to simulate the

societal structures you are discussing in

class. Bonus, this activity can help prepare

students brains and bodies to focus better

during less physical class activities. 

Lesson Expansion

Repeat the walking exercise again, but

this time allow yourself to be inspired by

other people’s walks. Incorporate

someone’s arm movements or step pattern

into your walk. Change your walk as often

as you are inspired to while still trying to

stop and start moving as a group.

Afterwards, have volunteers show off their

walks and try and guess who they were

inspired by. Discuss what felt different

about creating movement through

collaborative improvisation than how you

usually create movement. 

 Further
Learning:

Jazz
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Exploration 4 

Discussion Question

Jazz and the dances that inform it are

social dances meant to be performed in

community. How would you describe the

community you see when watching

Kimberley Cooper and Natasha Powell's

works?

Activity

With a partner or small group, discuss

what makes you feel a part of

community. Why is community important

to you? Independently or as a group

make a list of the most important

factors that make you feel a part of

community. Which of those factors have

you experienced in your school? Are any

missing? If yes, how could you include

these missing factors in your school

community?

Curricular Connection 

This exploration can be adapted for

discussions of community and culture in a

variety of courses. Instead of dance,

discuss how music, food or celebrations

help students feel a part of community. For

the lesson expansion, encourage them to

share something from the communities

they are apart of outside of school while

focusing on how they can welcome their

peers into the experience.

Lesson Expansion

Ask students to lead a short dance activity

or exercise with the goal of helping the

group feel a part of their community. This

could be leading a warmup, teaching a

dance they know or sharing an

improvisation they like. The focus should

be on how they choose to present and

deliver the material so that they make

people feel welcome and included.

Encourage them to refer to what they

learned through the activity discussion as

they craft their activity. The more personal

the activity is to the student’s own

experience of community, the better.

Afterwards, have the group discuss or

write reflections about what made them

feel welcomed in the group. 

 Further
Learning:

Jazz
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Gumboot dance began in the South African gold and diamond mines in the late

1800s. It was the first South African dance form to involve wearing footwear. This is

why it is also known by its traditional name isicathulo which means shoes. When gold

was discovered in South Africa in 1886 many people traveled from their rural villages in

and around the country to work in the mines. In an attempt to control and culturally

homogenize the workers, white mine owners forbade the demonstration of culture

heritage through clothing or jewellery. Workers were given gumboots to protect their

feet from the wet and hazardous mine conditions. Since they were also not allowed to

speak their languages in the mines, the workers developed a series of rhythmic

patterns by clapping, stomping, slapping their boots and rattling their ankle chains.

These rhythms allowed them to communicate with each other without the mine owners

noticing. Therefore, avoiding punishment. The rhythmic language was a coming

together of many dance, music and communication forms from around South Africa

and the surrounding countries workers came from. Gumboot dance began to evolve

into a social dance form when workers started performing the rhythms in their free

time outside the mines. By 1930 it had gone from a form of communication to an

independently recognized dance form. Today Gumboot dance continues to grow in its

complexity of rhythm, movement and expression. Though it is now often done in

celebration, gumboot dance still remains a symbol of solidarity between mine workers

and their descendants against white supremacy. 
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 History:
Gumboot Dance
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Ballet began in the Renaissance courts of the 15th and 16th century as a

form of entertainment for aristocrats. Originally it was used to entertain

guests at Italian weddings. Musicians and dancers would collaborate to

create performances that pleased the rich benefactors paying for their

work. It is through the rich people of Europe that ballet began to spread.

It was next seen in the courts of France. There it began to become more

formalized with specific names for positions or movements the dancers

performed. It’s popularity continued to spread throughout Europe where

ballet troupes would tour from court to court presenting their dances. In

the 18th century ballet movements began to focus on using gesture to tell

story. This evolution is what lead to ballet being used in operas to support

the communication of narrative. It wasn’t until the 19th century that ballet

became closely associated with the female ballerina. Female dancers

were seen playing both male and female roles due to their popularity as

performers. It was also during this time that ballet began to separate itself

from aristocracy as artists started to create work born of their own ideas

and curiosities. Since then, ballet has continued to evolve as dancers

experimented with more free and expressive movement qualities. To this

day ballet's roots in pleasing nobility can still be seen in how it aims to be

aesthetically pleasing while communicating complex narrative. 
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 History:
Ballet
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Modern dance began as rebellion against the popular dance forms of the time.

Dancers and choreographers rejected the rigidity and imperialism they saw in

ballet. They also wanted their art to be taken more seriously than the

entertainment-focused vaudeville performances popular in North America. In the

early 20th century these dancers began to discard the restrictive costumes and

shoes worn by ballerinas in favour of flowing tunics which didn’t limit their

movement. Their movement styles varied but the content of their work was often

conceptual and focused on heavier, more emotional themes. As the popularity of

their work grew, choreographers realized that it was challenging for dancers to

physically achieve the dramatic movements they were creating. Therefore they

developed classes and schools to train dancers in the necessary skills to perform

their work. These early modern techniques, such as Graham, Limón, Horton and

Dunham, are still taught today. As modern dance has continued to evolve,

dancers have strayed away from having to always be serious in their work. Now

modern dance is connected with a curiosity about the many ways the body

moves and a focus on the emotional potential in movement. Modern dance is

consistently evolving as new choreographers and teachers develop their own

interpretations of what the form can be. This constant evolution has lead to

much confusion about what is modern and what is contemporary dance. Though

each artist has their own interpretation of these terms, a widely accepted

definition is that any artists that is evolving their art form in response to the

present moment can be considered a contemporary dance artist. Modern dance,

past and present, is just one approach to movement that can help an artist make

contemporary work. 
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Modern Dance
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Jazz traces its roots back to the dance and music expressions brought to

America by enslaved African people. Since enslaved people were cut off from

their family and culture, their dance practices merged together with each

other as well as with European dance styles to create the beginnings of jazz

dance. These art forms, often practiced in secret because of fear of

punishment, emphasized polyrhythms, improvisation and self expression as

ways to create community. Jazz dance continued to evolve throughout the 19th

century as travelling minstrel shows, where white performers often parodied

the Black dances they loved, expanded white American’s interest in the form.

This travelling meant the form further fused with other cultural dances such as

the rhythms of Latin dances and the footwork of Irish step dance. In the 20th

century the social aspect of jazz continued to evolve through the ballroom

dance scene where dances such as the Charleston and Lindy Hop emerged as

popular evolutions of jazz dance concepts. People would flock to the Black

ballrooms to witness these fast paced, acrobatic and rhythmic partner dances

accompanied by live Big Band music. As ballrooms became less popular during

World War II, and the influence of modern and ballet dance technique became

more prominent, many jazz dancers became unaware of the deep roots of the

dance form they loved. Yet the grounded body postures, syncopated rhythms

and celebratory feel of jazz’s roots can still be felt not only in the jazz steps

people are familiar with but also in the many other limbs of the vernacular jazz

tree such as tap, hip hop and house dance.
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Facebook      @fallfordancenorth

LinkedIn      Fall for Dance North

Explore
more

Stay Connected

info@ffdnorth.com

416-907-4334

Contact Us

What is an "Artist-in-Residence"? Read more about it here:

https://ffdnorth.com/info/artists-in-residence 

Check out "Jazz in Motion", a photography exhibition centering the

contemporary jazz expressions of Natasha Powell and Kimberley Cooper.

Experience a virtual tour of this dynamic exhibition, which was up in Union

Station from Sept. 20 - Oct. 17 2021, here:

https://ffdnorth.com/programs/jazz-in-motion-digital

Go behind-the-scenes to learn more about FFDN artists and special

presentations, through FFDN's original podcast, Mambo. Listen at

https://ffdnorth.com/programs/mambo or on Spotify or Apple Music. 

Explore more FFDN Programs:

http://www.ffdnorth.com/
https://www.instagram.com/ffdnorth/
https://twitter.com/ffdnorth?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
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https://www.linkedin.com/company/fall-for-dance-north/?originalSubdomain=ca
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